Violated Post Law Rule: “Raw Post Must Be Handled By Adults Only.”
The Post Law is an international agreement who is in first Final Status under signatures by all highest King’s & / or Queen’s or there’s Representing
Personality who are the Public Related of a cadastres with there extreme borders, international known as there First Possibility to claim there
rightfully Post Wagon Border Tax with the amount of the First & possible inner Extra Post Wagon Borders Taxes to consider as there national affair
realized by the Rightfully National Parliament. In this international Post Wagon Law stands the Rule: “Raw Post Must Be Handled by Adults only.” In
Multiple Cadastres This Rule has been Violated by those who had the Influence & the bi belonging Power to make possible that Not Adult
Personalities Where by an National Law, allowed to Handle Raw Post, Those Who had the Influence and the bi belonging Power are First Degree
Guilty of the Explained Violation. Based On this Rule, all youth punish book’s bi belonging to the Law of the national Cadastres has not stand as
written allowed possible punishment & bi belonging Probation Service for the fact of violating: “Deprive of Raw Mail.” That means that those who
where in there Youth time Period guilty of the fact of Violating: “Deprive of Raw Mail,” are official to consider maximal as Second Degree Guilty
from the moment that they brought before court bank and after the Judgement of a rightful highest Judge who handled the case.
For Second Degree Guilty Counts that after there Judgement and after passing of the Exam written in there Penalty what must include the rightful
Probation Service what has the end results that the crime offender will never overrule any other law in his or her Further Future, they are than in
the allowed possibility to ask others for forgiveness & others are allowed to forgive them or an there personal meaning to not forgive them. But in
the Evangelic Bible stand written by God that all Children’s who overruled one or more law must be Forgiven from a rightful moment before the will
written as Good, Catholic Adult in the Book of Good Adults what lays surround the age of 37 years.

Lieutenant of the Dutch Defence Organisation: “Marcel Alexander Roelfszema.”
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